
 

 

 
 
 
 

  

Jumbocorp is a Waste Management Services Company that supply’s Jumbobags,  
the disposable skips, to leading builders, small and large as well as developers.  
 
Our cage liner is a 5.3 cubic metre polypropylene bag (100% recyclable bag) that fits  
inside a cage on site. The cage liner is unique in that it has a total weight capacity of  
approx. 10t (SWL 1.55 t multi trip bag). We mostly place them inside the property but  
where there is no room we can place them on the nature strip like the builder’s bins.  
Jumbocorp are geared toward providing a ‘site service’ to residential builders whilst  
recycling the highest percentage of waste. 
 

Cage Liner System 
 
The cage liner is a 5.3 cubic metre polypropylene bag which is  
approx. 1.79 x 1.79 x 1.65 
 
The cage liner is unique in that it has a total weight capacity of  
approx. 10t (SWL 1.55 t multi trip bag) and is 100% fully recyclable. 
 

Benefits:  

 
◼ Material segregated post collection and recycled where possible 

◼ Cage and liner close to site reduces time in taking material to skip location  
which is generally on nature strip 

◼ Reduced illegal dumping costs 
◼ Less collection call ups due to larger vessel 
◼ Ability (flexibility) to place on nature strip if required  
◼ Jumbocorp do quick tidy up of excess light waste upon changeover. 
◼ When able to place inside the property, builders have seen a reduction in illegal dumping 

◼ Because there is a contained vessel (bag) in the cage, sites tend to be tidier 

◼ Cages are delivered to site within 2 working days – cages are installed with liner inside 

◼ Cage Swaps are actioned within 2 working days of call up (often next day) – they are  
collected by crane truck or truck mounted fork for inner city/powerline obstruction jobs. 

◼ The liners are collected and taken to transfer stations to be sorted to ensure we  
have the highest percentage of builders waste recycled. 

 

 



 

 
Get started with JumboCorp today! Call 1300 761 090 
jumbocorp.com.au 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Volume/Cage Liner Empties Pricing 
 

Single Storey Home: 
4 lifts equating to 21.2m3 of material:  
4 lifts @ $1,200 *excl GST 
     
Double Storey Home: 
6 lifts equating to 31.8m3 of material:  
6 lifts @ $1,800 *excl GST  
 
The above pricing includes:  
 
◼ Cage Delivery / Set Up (Free) 
◼ Cage Hire (up to 24 weeks) 
◼ Bag installation and can move positioning of cage on site 

if required 
◼ Bag collection/cage empties (up to 4 on a single. Up to 6 

on a double) 
◼ Jumbocorp staff do a quick tidy up around perimeter of 

cage upon changeover  
◼ Cage removal 

 
 

Additional Charges / Levies 
 
Additional Lifts  $300.00 + GST per lift 
Damage to cage while on site $320.00 + GST 
Over 24 weeks for Cage Hire 10.00 + GST per week 
 
* Excluded material includes Brick/Concrete, Roof Tile, Soil, Sand, Hazardous 
Materials.  

 

Mixed Builders Waste – Yellow 2m3 Bag 
 
The bags can be purchased for $40 + GST each (minimum of 
10 to be ordered) and the collection costs form site for filled 
bags would be: 
 

$220 for 1 bag  
$210 for 2 or more bags (per bag) 
 
* Excluded material includes Brick/Concrete, Roof Tile, Soil, 

Sand, Hazardous Materials 

Invoicing 
 
Set up of cage and cage liner No Charge – No Invoice 
1st Collection $300 to be invoiced 
2nd Collection $300 to be invoiced 
3rd Collection $300 to be invoiced 
4th and Final Collection $300 to be invoiced 
 
*With Double Storeys, the same process is applied except just adding 5th and 6th 
collection 
 
*For smaller builds (renovations etc) a minimum of charge of $660 applies (2 
collections) 

 
 
 

Plaster/Bricks/ 
Roof Tile/Concrete 
 
For the collection of the ‘other  
segregated materials’, Jumbobag can  
provide our 2m3 Yellow Bag. 
 
NB: We don’t pick up soil/sand 

 
 
  

Process 
 
The bags can be purchased for $40 + GST each (minimum of 10 to 
be ordered) and the collection costs form site for filled bags would 
be: 
 

$180 for 1 bag  
$210 for 2 bags 
$300 for 3 bags 
$330 for 4 bags 
 
The make up of these bags will not affect this pricing. For example, 
1 bag can be plaster and one bag brick or one bag of brick and one 
back of roof tile etc and the prices will be as per above. 
 
 

 


